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the use of installed base data and show that planning performance depends on the quality 
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1. Introduction 

The use of information about the customer in the planning and execution of supply chain 

operations is considered an enabler for better performance towards that customer. This seems 

particularly valid in the context of spare parts supply chains, where machines are positioned at 

geographically dispersed customer locations. While facing intermittent or slow moving demand, 

variety in machine models and part commonality in machines; the positioning of spare parts 

inventory throughout the geographical network is a critical and delicate task (Cohen et al., 1997; 

Fortuin et. al, 1999; Huiskonen, 2001).  

In a spare parts supply chain, the demand is realized during machine maintenance operation. 

Accordingly, the data about the realized demand and associated machine’s location (i.e., installed 

base data) may be used for the subsequent planning. Installed base data may consist of machine 

location data, contractual data, and machine type data. This data can be used to address the 

challenging task of meeting strict customer deadlines at minimum costs in spare parts supply 

chains (Oliva et al., 2003; Vigoroso, 2003; Auramo et al., 2005). However, what economic value 

is generated by the use of installed base data for the planning process still remains to be 

understood. A major obstacle that companies often face is the issue of varying data quality 

(Wand et al., 96; Korhonen et al., 1998, Fisher et al., 2000; Lee et al., 2002). Many researchers 

have also cautioned regarding the potential impact of poor data quality on planning processes 

(Daganzo, 1984; Bender, 1985). However, the research is scarce for the impact assessment of 

data error in a real-life spare parts planning situation.  

In this paper, we study IBM’s spare parts logistics operations to observe the potential economic 

value of installed base data usage in the real-life spare parts planning.  We also analyze the extent 

to which the attained economic value degenerates by data quality variations in installed base data. 

IBM spare parts logistics is a frequently cited case in academic literature as an example of the 

state of the art in spare parts logistics operations (Cohen et al., 1990; Cohen et al., 1997, 

Fleischmann et al. 2003, Candas et al. 2007; and Kutanoglu, 2008). Similar to other spare parts 

situations, the primary question that IBM encounters is the placement of spare part inventories in 

its service network (Cohen et al., 2006). For this purpose, IBM uses a mixed integer program of 

inventory – distribution optimization logic (see section 2.1 and appendix A). In this paper, we 

observe the gains of using installed base data for such an optimization program and assess the 

impact of installed base data quality variations on its performance. In other words, we test the 
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planning model’s robustness to installed base data errors for IBM’s spare parts planning 

environment. The main contributions of this paper are as follows: 

1. This study analyzes the benefits of installed base data usage and the detriments of 

installed base data quality variation on the planning performance by considering scenarios 

relevant to the spare parts planning at IBM. 

2. By using an experimental setting, the paper highlights the role of business environment of 

a spare parts supply chain that impacts the optimization model’s robustness to installed 

base data errors for the spare parts planning.  

3. The paper contributes to the existing body of literature by integrating the data error 

assessment methods in Operation Research (OR) literature and information quality 

concepts from Information Sciences (IS). 

This paper is organized as follows: First, we describe the important characteristics of spare parts 

logistics at IBM. We then formulate our research problem to analyze the impact of using machine 

specific data and its quality on the spare parts planning situation at IBM. In Section 4, we discuss 

the relevant literature in Operations Research and Information Sciences. In Sections 5 and 6, we 

depict and discuss numerical results, and we conclude with a discussion on our findings in 

Section 7.  

2. Spare Parts Logistics at IBM 

At IBM, the Spare Parts Logistics Organization (IBM-SPO) operates in close coordination with 

the IBM Service Organization to satisfy the spare parts requirements for after sales service 

operation. The primary question that IBM-SPO encounters for spare parts planning is how to 

place the spare parts inventories throughout their service network. For Europe, Middle East, & 

Africa (EMEA) region, IBM’s network consists of almost 150 stock locations. The service 

network is organized to ensure that IBM has sufficient presence in each region to provide timely 

service to its business customers. IBM’s business customers own IBM’s high-end computing 

machines with various types of service contracts. The service contracts differ in terms of the time 

to provide complete repair service whenever a failure occurs. The interpreted service deadlines 

for the delivery of service parts range from 2 hours service deadline to 4 or 8 hrs or even a next 

day service deadline. Figure 1 indicates the type of field service regions that IBM encounters.  

Note the presence of the various customer types in the field service region. Each customer can be 

served from any of the stock locations that are within the travel distance. 
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Figure 1.  Depiction of IBM’s Geographical Service Network for Spare Parts 

Consequently for each stock location, the result is the superimposition of more than one service 

region due to the presence of various customer types. This creates profound complexities for the 

spare parts planning task. 

2.1 Spare Parts Planning 

The planning of spare parts inventories is performed by a Mixed Integer Programming based 

optimization model (Erke et al., 2003) that uses the inventory-distribution type of optimization 

logic (Thomas et al., 1996). A simplified version of the model that incorporates its main 

characteristics is depicted in Appendix A. Briefly described, the model follows the optimization 

logic of Single Echelon – Single Commodity Model (Giani et al., 2004) with additional time 

based constraints (Candas et al., 2007). The optimization model is a Mixed Integer Program that 

uses the customer locations, part’s unit price, demand rates, travel times, handling and 

transportation costs as input data. It defines neighbourhood clusters by identifying the stock 

locations that are within a required service/delivery time for each customer. It seeks to minimize 

the holding and transportations costs via optimal placement of requisite spare parts inventory in 

the network while ensuring the service at a given target level to all customers.  

The traditional practice in supply chain management is to use stock location level data or POS 

data for demand inputs. However, it is evident from the above model description, that at IBM, the 

planning system is designed to use the customer level data as an input. At IBM spare parts 

logistics, the demand forecasting via extrapolation is impractical at the customer location level 

due to the slow moving nature of demand. To acquire the demand and location data at the 

customer level, IBM uses the installed base data as described in the next section. 
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2.2 Forecasting and Installed Base Information 

Machine location information in installed base data is used to derive demand forecasts at 

customer’s zip code level at IBM. In the following example, we describe the demand forecasting 

procedure at IBM. 

 In Figure 2a, we depict a geographical region that is serviced by the shown field stock location. 

The geographical region covers many smaller regions defined as zip codes. The demand forecast 

(i.e., 20 units) for the stock location has been estimated by applying exponential smoothing to the 

observed historical demand at the stock location.  

 

Figure 2a.      Figure 2b. 

Figure 2.  Forecast Spreading over Installed Base 

Figure 2a also depicts the number of installed machines present at nearby zip codes. In Figure 2b, 

the demand forecast at the stock location is proportionally distributed over these zip codes by 

taking into account the total number of installs present at each zip code. This procedure facilitates 

the incorporation of the installed base data to the demand forecasts and provides the demand 

requirements of each zip code. If the geographical region contains multiple stock locations, then 

as a first step, the demand forecasts from all stock locations should be accumulated before being 

proportionally distributed.  

2.3  Installed Base Data Quality at IBM 

Despite careful considerations, the quality level of installed base data varies due to a number of 

reasons. For example, the erroneous manual data entry of sales data results in missing data values 

or wrongly entered data values of installed base data. These errors are homogeneously distributed 

in all geographical regions. In some situations, the errors are concentrated in a specific 
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geographical region due to a particular business environment. For example, in some regions IBM 

sells its machines through a third party sales organization. Due to the procedural mismatch in IT 

systems of two organizations, inaccurate installed base data is transmitted to IBM. Such types of 

instances are being classified as heterogeneously distributed errors. In section 6.1, we list various 

observed errors in installed base data at IBM. 

3. Problem Formulation 

The availability of geographical information in IBM’s installed base data provides an opportunity 

to use localized demand information at machine’s zip code level for the spare parts planning 

situation described in section 2.1. In such a situation, we attempt to answer the following 

questions: 

1. What additional value is generated by the use of accurate installed base data to derive the 

machine’s zip code level demand forecasts in the spare parts planning optimization? 

2.  What is the impact of installed base data errors on the outcome of the spare parts planning 

optimization?  

The solution procedure to the first question relies on the comparative analysis of the baseline 

situation of planning via stock location demand forecasts versus planning via machine location 

demand forecasts. In the Operations Research (OR) literature, a number of authors have 

discussed the use of planning optimization models with detailed or disaggregated data vs. 

aggregated data. However, no conclusive discussion is available in the OR literature for the 

intended optimization planning context (see section 2.1).  

The second question encapsulates the parallel research on data quality in OR and Information 

Sciences (IS). In the coming section, we review the existing literature on the impact assessment 

of data quality in OR models. We observe that the notion of data quality in OR literature is inept 

to encapsulate the various aspects of data quality in a real life spare parts planning situation. 

Subsequently, we review the data quality in IS literature and map the data quality aspects in the 

IS literature to the current case. We further analyze the impact of systematic and random data 

errors on the planning outcomes.  
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4. Literature Survey 

Theoretically, the use of stock location data vs. installed machine’s level data can be viewed as 

disaggregated data usage vs. data aggregation for usage in a planning model. In this section, we 

review available literature on data aggregation vs. disaggregated data usage for OR planning 

models. Subsequently, we review the OR literature of data quality assessment and highlight its 

limitations to accommodate the real life data quality aspects. We then review the data quality 

notions in IS literature. We also highlight the limitation of data quality assessment procedures in 

IS to accommodate the decision making context of spare parts planning. 

4.1 Data Aggregation vs. Disaggregated Data Usage 

The earlier discussion in OR literature for inventory and distribution planning supports the data 

aggregation due to computational complexity and data acquisition issues (Axsäter 1980; Magee 

et al. 1985; Rogers et al., 1991; Ballou, 1994; Daganzo, 1996). The researchers attempted to 

outline the appropriate data aggregation level for transportation, inventory and distribution 

planning models. Some of these researchers also acknowledged that the data aggregation is a 

source of potential input error for these planning models. The estimation of value loss due to data 

aggregation has been highlighted by Ballou (2001) as an unresolved issue for facility location and 

inventory-distribution class of optimization models. 

Owing to the developments in IT sector, organizations are now better equipped to acquire 

customer data. In a benchmark study, Cohen et al. (1997) discussed the criticality of advance 

information systems for the design and management of timely service oriented spare parts 

logistics operations. A survey of spare parts management practices in 310 major companies by 

Aberdeen group reported that 82% of the companies use ERP or in-house built information 

systems for spare parts management. In addition, 59% of the companies utilize the state of the art 

IT systems to capture customer information and machine maintenance history data. The ability to 

use the detailed customer information in spare parts planning was also stressed (Gecker et al. 

2006). Simultaneously, there are developments regarding the computational complexity of the 

intended class of optimization model (i.e., Single Item – Single Echelon Model). Candas et al. 

(2007) has shown that the model could be efficiently solved within reasonable timeframes by 

using advanced heuristics solution methods. However, the potential economic value that could be 

generated by using detailed data is unaddressed in literature for the intended planning model. 
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4.2 Data Quality in Operations Research Literature 

In the OR modelling literature for supply chain management, two different sources of input data 

errors are described that may impact the model output (i.e., results): 1) model approximation 

errors, and 2) data acquisition or sampling errors (Daganzo, 1996). Model approximation errors 

relate to the modelling assumptions, and approximations made during the modelling process, and 

data acquisition errors relate to the data which is used as an input to the model. Since, we are 

interested in the erroneous installed base data; our research questions justify a focus on the data 

acquisition errors. In a literature survey, Roger et al. (1991) discussed the impact of data 

aggregation error in Transportation Planning, Multicommodity Distribution Planning, Production 

Planning and Scheduling problems. Daganzo (1996) studied the impact of data acquisition errors 

on inventory – distribution problems. The robustness of the Economic Order Quantity (EOQ) 

type formulation was analyzed with respect to demand data errors. Korhonen et al. (1998) 

discussed the importance of data accuracy for demand management at Nokia Corporation due to 

the short product life cycles, and customer retention focus. Cachon et al. (2000) discuss the 

impact of sampling error on the value of shared information in a two stage supply chain with one 

supplier and multiple retailers. Toktay et al. (2003) analyze the robustness of various forecasting 

methods with respect to errors in product return parameters. Thonemann (2001), by using a 

scenario analysis methodology, shows to what extent the benefits of using advanced demand data 

in a two-stage supply chain are mitigated due to erroneous demand data. 

We note in the above papers that the widely used methodology for error assessment is either the 

structural analysis of the model or the scenario analysis of the planning model. We also observe 

that the impact of data errors has not been analyzed for optimization model in this paper. 

Moreover, in all of the above papers, the definition of quality is limited to the accuracy or 

sampling error dimension of the data quality. But as we witness in our study, in reality, data 

quality is a much richer concept than just accuracy or sampling error. To explore the various 

dimensions of data quality, we review the IS literature on data quality. 

4.3 Data Quality in Information Science Literature 

The notion of data quality in the IS literature is somewhat different from the OR literature and 

finds its roots in TQM concepts of quality, i.e., fitness for its purpose. In the IS literature, data 

quality is defined as a representation of various ontological characteristics of data (Wand et al., 
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1996; Mallach, 2000). Some of these ontological aspects of data quality read as follows: 

Completeness indicates to what extent a dataset contains all necessary values: “all values for a 

certain variable are recorded” (Ballou et al., 1985).  Accuracy is defined as the degree of 

agreement between an observed value and an accepted reference value. Timeliness is an aspect 

that characterizes whether the current dataset or data value is out of date for its intended use.  

In IS literature, many researchers have attempted to devise a framework to rank the impact of 

these various quality dimensions (Ballou et al., 1985; Wang et al. 1996; Lee et al., 2002). These 

survey based studies are limited from an OR application perspective due to the following reasons: 

First, the surveys were performed mainly on IT professionals who are not the end users of the 

data. Secondly, the contextual implications of the decision making situation (such as in planning 

at IBM and the associated geographical nature of errors in IBM’s installed base data; see section 

2.3 & 6.1) are not considered during rank assessment.  

To enrich the decision making context (i.e., spare parts planning environment) in our study, we 

utilize a scenario analysis based methodology. First, we analyze the economic value of using 

installed base data to support spare parts planning. Subsequently, we identify various dimensions 

of data error in installed base data. In terms of additional costs incurred due to the erroneous 

installed base data; we analyze impacts for the spare parts planning by using scenario analysis 

methodology. We conclude the paper with a discussion and interpretation of the results for IBM 

spare parts planning in particular and spare parts inventory planning in general.  

5. Analysis Procedure and Value of Installed Base Data 

In this section, we outline the analysis procedure to answer the research questions. To answer the 

first question, we assess the value of using installed base data by scenario analysis. Figure 3. 

sequentially depicts the procedure followed for scenario analysis. In the first step, we perform an 

optimization run by using the optimization model depicted in appendix A for the baseline case 

with no installed base data incorporation and acquire the baseline stock plan. 
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Figure 3.  Analysis Procedure 

In the second step, we introduce the installed base data (i.e., information enriched scenario) and 

acquire the costs for the information-enriched scenario by performing the optimization. In the 

third step, the baseline stock plan is fixed in the information enriched scenario and the costs for 

this modified scenario are computed. In the fourth step, we compare the costs of modified 

scenario and information enriched scenario. The difference between the modified scenario and 

the information enriched scenario indicates the value of that information. 

5.1 Incorporation of Installed Base Data in Spare Parts Planning 

The installed base data was incorporated into the spare parts planning by using the forecast 

spreading method described in Section 2.2.  

There exists a wide variety in the installed base sizes for various IBM products. For example, a 

specific machine could have a few hundred customers in the whole EMEA region, whereas a 

large installed base could have a size of twenty thousand. The impact of changes in installed base 

size was envisaged and accounted during our analysis by formulating small installed base and 

large installed base scenarios. The value of installed base data was also analyzed for its 

sensitivity to demand rates for various installed base sizes. The demand rates and other cost 

parameters such as transportation costs and holding costs rates are selected according to the 

observed values of such parameters at IBM. 
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5.2 Results of Incorporation of Installed Base Data 

Scenario 1 - Small Installed Base 

By using the procedure outlined in Section 5, we analyze the value of installed base data usage. 

Figure 4 depicts the results of a small installed base scenario at varying cumulative network 

demand rates. Due to the slow moving nature of demand, these are the typically observed demand 

rates at IBM. The installed base size for this test bed scenario is 140 units. The demand rates are 

in units per week for the complete installed base region. The test bed parameters are listed in 

Appendix B. 

The vertical axis shows the planning costs (i.e., resultant value of objective function; includes 

transportation and inventory holding costs) of the various scenarios. The information enrichment 

shows cost improvements (relative percentage changes range from 1% to 16%) as it merges the 

detailed geographical information about the customer location in the planning process. The gains 

are considerable for lower demand rates. We argue that in case of lower demand rates, the exact 

magnitude and positioning of stock units in the network is more critical.    
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Figure 4. Comparison between No Customer Information and Customer Information Scenario (Information Enrichment) 

The use of customer information facilitates the improved stock positioning in the network and 

subsequently provides cost improvements by reducing the requisite transportation needs. In 

addition, the installed base also provides the detailed information regarding the neighbourhood 

region for each customer. For higher demand rate, this customer information led to slightly lower 

stock requirements. This is due to the fact that less stock units are needed to meet the global 
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service level constraint during optimization. Due to this, it results in lower inventory holding 

costs for this scenario. 

Scenario 2 - Large Installed Base  

In this section, we present the value of installed base data for a large installed base scenario. The 

size of the installed base is 23,885 machines. For various typically observed cumulative network 

demand rates (units/week) at IBM, we present the gains of using installed base information in 

Figure 5.  

In this comparative analysis, we observe even higher gains (1% ~ 58%) of using installed base 

information for various demand rates. The cost savings primarily occurred due to the 

combination of lower stock requirements and reduction of transportation costs in information 

enriched scenarios. The costs savings are greater at lower demand rates. The results confirm our 

earlier argument that the benefits of using installed base information are particularly relevant for 

lower demand rates. 
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Figure 5. Comparison between No Customer Information and Customer Information Scenario (Information Enrichment) 

6  Data Quality and its Analysis 

The resultant data quality in a specific database system is the by-product of its design, 

implementation and usage. It is due to the human-machine interface that most of the erroneous 

data is generated. This implicitly highlights the need to account for the contextual aspects of the 

decision situation at hand (e.g. business environment of spare parts planning) during the impact 

assessment of erroneous data.  
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6.1 Installed Base Data Quality Variation and its Analysis  

There are many systematic reasons that influence the nature of resulting erroneous data. These 

reasons relate to the business environment of spare parts logistic and are identified via 

discussions with the planning experts at IBM. In this section, we list some of the reasons that 

account for frequent data errors in installed base data.  

Homogeneously Distributed Error -Missing Value error and Wrong Value Error 

Due to human mistakes during data collection and data entry process, we observe completeness 

and accuracy errors in installed base data. For example, if a specific install is not listed in 

installed base data, then the completeness aspect of the data quality is observed (i.e., missing 

value error). On the other hand, if the install is listed, but location information is incorrectly 

recorded (i.e., wrong value error) then it would be categorized as an error pertaining to the 

accuracy aspect. In general, these mistakes typically occur at random due to human behaviour 

during data collection and entry process; therefore, the error is distributed homogeneously 

throughout the geographical region. 

Heterogeneously Distributed Error - Head Quarter Error (i.e. HQ Error) 

A common cause for erroneous installed base data could relate to a customer who owns a large 

percentage of the installed base. In this error scenario, the spare parts logistics provider has listed 

the customer’s company head quarter as machine installation location for all machines. In reality, 

the machines are installed at many sub-offices of the company. Note that in such a situation, the 

total size of the installed base remains the same, but a certain number of installs from the 

complete region are listed at a single location. 

Heterogeneously Distributed Error - Primary Stock Location Error (i.e. PSL Error) 

In many instances, installed base data contains partial information (e.g. incomplete street or city 

address) regarding the location of the specific installed machine. In such a case, the planning 

procedure usually attempts to assign the installed machine to the primary (nearest) stock location. 

Heterogeneously Distributed Error - Data Communication Error  

In many regions, the OEM sells its machines in partnership with local IT vendors. Due to a 

mismatch between the data collection procedures and IT systems used, the customer location 

information is not transferred to the spare parts logistics provider (i.e., Data Communication 

Error). 
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6.1.1 Experimental Design 

We observe that the errors caused by various business phenomena may have different 

characteristics in terms of geographical error distribution and data quality dimension. In Table 1, 

we classify the various completeness and accuracy errors according to the case context of 

geographical error distribution.  

Case Context – Geographical Distribution 

 Homogeneously 

Distributed Error 

Heterogeneously 

Distributed Error 

Accuracy − Wrong Value Error 
− HQ Error 

− PSL Error  Data Quality 

Characteristics 
Completeness − Missing Value Error − Data Comm. Error  

Table 1. Classification of Error Causes according to their Geographical Distribution 

The procedure adopted to analyze these various error scenarios is similar to the procedure 

outlined in the information enrichment case (see Section 5). In this case, we take the information 

enriched scenario as a baseline and perform optimization runs to acquire baseline scenario 

planning costs. Subsequently, we induce errors in the dataset by omitting certain installs 

according to the specific business phenomenon. We devise various error frequency levels 

according to each error scenario. For each error frequency, the cost deviations are acquired by 

fixing the error prone stock plans in the baseline scenario. 

In the following sections, we analyze the above completeness and accuracy errors by organizing 

them according to their geographical distribution context. Table 2 outlines the experimental 

design for the impact analysis of installed base data quality. As mentioned in Table 2, these error 

scenarios were analyzed for various demand rates and installed base sizes. The choice of error 

frequencies is made to understand the impact of data errors on the robustness of planning method 

at various error concentrations. These error frequencies may not represent the actual error 

concentration in IBM’s installed base data. Rests of the parameters (such as demand rates and 

installed base sizes) in these scenarios are formulated to represent the observed characteristic of 

the planning system. For example, the observation of errors in large installed base sizes is only 

plausible for homogeneous errors. The choice of associated demand rates for small and large 

installed base is also in agreement with typically observed demand rates for such installed base 

sizes. 
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Scenario Installed Base Size 
Analyzed Error 

Frequency 
Demand Rate 

Small = 140 Installs 10%, 20%, 30% 1 Unit / week 

Small = 140 Installs 10%, 20%, 30% 10 Unit / week 

Large = 23,885 Installs 10%, 20%, 30% 1 Units / week 

Completeness 

Error  / 

Missing 

Value 

Large = 23,885 Installs 10%, 20%, 30% 10 Units / week 

Small = 140 Installs 10%, 20%, 30% 1 Unit / week 

Small = 140 Installs 10%, 20%, 30% 10 Unit / week 

Large = 23,885 Installs 10%, 20%, 30% 1 Units / week 

Homogeneous 

Error 

Distribution 

Accuracy 

Error / 

Wrong Value 

Large = 23,885 Installs 10%, 20%, 30% 10 Units / week 

Small = 140 Installs 10%, 20%, 30% 1 Unit / week 
HQ Error 

Small = 140 Installs 10%, 20%, 30% 10 Units / week 

Small = 140 Installs 10%, 20%, 30% 1 Unit / week 
PSL Error 

Small = 140 Installs 10%, 20%, 30% 10 Unit / week 

Small = 140 Installs 10%, 20%, 30% 1 Unit / week 

Heterogeneous 

Error 

Distribution 

Data Comm. 

Error Small = 140 Installs 10%, 20%, 30% 10 Unit / week 

Table 2. Experimental Design 

6.2 Results of Data Quality Assessment 

In this section, we analyze the impact of various information quality aspects outlined in section 

6.1. In the first step, we analyze the effect of various error frequencies in the homogeneously 

distributed error case. Subsequently, we examine the heterogeneously distributed error case by 

devising the scenarios to depict the underlying business phenomena as outlined in the previous 

section. 

6.2.1 Homogeneously Distributed Error 

For the homogeneously distributed error in installed base data, we formulate the associated 

scenarios for the accuracy and completeness error in small and large installed base size.  

Scenario 3: Homogeneously Distributed Completeness Error  

Figure 6. depicts the results of the completeness aspect of the homogeneously distributed error 

(i.e., Missing Value Error) for a small installed base case at demand rates of 1 unit/week (Fig. 6a) 

and 10 units/week (Fig. 6b). The test bed parameters are listed in Appendix B. We observe that 
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despite having a highly erroneous installed base data, the results show trivial losses due to data 

quality degradations.  

Figure 6a. Demand 1 unit/week
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Figure 6b. Demand 10 units/week
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Figure 6.  Percentage Cost Deviation from Baseline for Completeness Aspect 

The losses can be explained from the fact that due to homogeneously induced error, the demand 

sizes at each individual zip code homogeneously change throughout the network. As a result, the 

overall geographical distribution of installed base is preserved to a large extent. In erroneous 

scenarios, the requisite quantity of stocks in the entire network is similar to the baseline case. The 

only variation in costs results due to the slight geographical shifts in stock positioning decisions. 

This incurs cost variations in terms of additional transportation costs. For lower demand rates, 

these variations are unable to offset the gains of using installed base information. In case of 

higher demand rate (i.e. 10 units/week), we observed in Section 5.2, that the gains of using 

installed base data are small. Therefore, the small losses in higher demand rate (Figure 6b) are 

able to negate the gains of using installed base data. 

The above argument regarding preservation of geographical distribution for homogeneously 

induced error is particularly valid in large installed base scenarios. These scenarios were analyzed 

according to the listed variations in experimental design section (Table 2). It should be noted that 

no losses were observed for large installed base scenarios at all error frequencies and demand 

rates. We argue that in large installed base, we tend to normalize any asymmetric effects of errors 

in the geographical distribution of installs. 

Scenario 4: Homogeneously Distributed Accuracy Error  

In this scenario, we simulate the homogeneously distributed accuracy dimension due to data entry 

errors. In this case, the erroneous install listing represents the installed machine which is listed at 

the wrong address in installed base data. The test bed parameters are listed in Appendix B.  
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Figure 7. Demand 1 unit/week
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Figure 7. Percentage Cost Deviation from Baseline for Accuracy Aspect 

Figure 7 depicts the results of this experiment for small installed base at the demand rate of 1 

unit/week. We observe that the negligible impact of erroneous installed base data. The 

explanation for the low impact is similar to the previous case of completeness error. The cost 

deviations are incurred due to the additional transportation costs. For 10 units/week demand rate 

scenarios of small and large installed base, and 1 unit/week demand rate for large installed base. 

We do not observe any impact of error scenarios in our analysis. 

We observed in the previous scenarios for the homogeneous error that despite having very high 

frequency of errors in installed base, the losses are somewhat insignificant compared to the gains 

of using installed base. This is particularly valid for lower demand rates, where additional 

information considerably improves the stock positioning decision. In the next section, we analyze 

the heterogeneously distributed errors in installed base data to observe their impact on spare parts 

planning. 

6.2.2 Heterogeneously Distributed Error 

In this section, we analyze the impact of heterogeneously erroneous data due to various business 

situations listed in Section 6.1. We formulate these scenarios by using the information enriched 

situation as a baseline and induce errors in the dataset by following the underlying behaviour of 

the business phenomena.  
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Scenario 5: Heterogeneously Distributed Accuracy Error - HQ Error 

Due to the specific business situation (as outlined in Section 6.1), the concentration of installs is 

listed at a single location; whereas in reality, these installs are geographically dispersed at various 

locations. We formulate this behaviour at varying levels of error intensity and subsequently 

observe the system behaviour at different demand levels. The test bed parameters are again listed 

in Appendix B. Figure 8 shows the planning system behaviour for this scenario. 

Due to the slow moving nature of spare parts demand, 1 unit per week (for the complete network) 

is the typically observed demand for such installed base size. The 10% error case relates to a 

customer who owns 10% of the total installs. The spare parts logistics provider has listed all the 

specific customer’s installs at a company’s head quarter location. In reality, the machines are 

dispersed homogeneously throughout the geographical network at the sub-locations. 

Figure 8a. Demand: 1 unit/week
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Figure 8b. Demand: 10 units/week
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Figure 8. Percentage Cost Deviation from Baseline (HQ Error) 

We observe cost variations from 2.92% ~ 18.09% approximately for various error cases at 1 

unit/week demand (Figure 8a). For higher demand category (i.e., 10 units/week, Figure 8b), the 

cost deviations are 2.91% ~ 10.85%. Note that in both of these scenarios; the costs of poor data 

quality offset the benefits of using installed base data for some error frequencies (see Section 

5.2).  

For lower demand rate scenario, the losses are observed due to the following situation. During 

the optimization, the stock outflows originating from a single stock location to all nearby 

customer locations are accumulated. The corresponding stocking decision for the stock location is 

the lowest integer value that is higher than the accumulated outflows from that stock location. 

Due to the HQ error, we place higher demand requirement at a single zip code. Therefore, the 
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optimization accumulates all these flows to the nearby stock location and satisfies the service 

level constrains at a lower stock placement level. As a result, the overall stock placement in the 

network is lower than the baseline case due to the accumulated flows at a single stock location. 

There is a higher build-up of stock at a single location. Therefore, the transportation costs to 

serve the actual installed base (i.e., baseline installed base) are also higher.  

In higher demand case, as a result of optimization, we tend to place higher stock units at the HQ 

error inducing customer’s zip code. This results in extra holding and transportation costs due to 

erroneous placement of stocks at a specific location.  

Scenario 6: Heterogeneously Distributed Accuracy Error - PSL Scenario  

In this scenario, the installs with incomplete location data are assigned to the nearest stock 

location’s zip code. We analyze this scenario by using the test bed parameters listed in appendix 

B. Figure 9 depicts the results for this scenario. For demand rate 1 unit/week we observe the cost 

variations of 0.00% ~ 1.64%. In this case, the total stock placement in the entire network is same 

for baseline and erroneous scenario. The minor cost deviations relate to the increased 

transportation costs due to inaccurate stock positioning in the erroneous scenarios. Similar is the 

situation for the higher demand rate, where additional transportation costs result for some error 

frequencies due to the inaccurate positioning of stock. 

Figure 9a. Demand 1 unit/week
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Figure 9b. Demand 10 unit/week
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Figure 9. Percentage Cost Deviation from Baseline (PSL Error) 

Scenario 7: Heterogeneously Distributed Completeness Error - Data Comm. Error  

In many situations, OEM sells its products through a partnership with the local vendor. Due to IT 

infrastructural or procedural shortfalls, the sales information is not fully communicated to the 
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OEM. This results in erroneous installed base for a specific sub-region. In this section, we 

analyze this situation and observe the cost variations for such scenario at various demand rates.  

Figure 10a. Demand 1 unit/week
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Figure 10b. Demand 10 units/week
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Figure 10. Percentage Cost Deviation from Baseline (Data Comm. Error) 

Figure 10a depicts the relative cost deviations of 0.00% ~ 4.98% for 1 unit/week demand rate. 

The inaccurate placement of stocks in erroneous scenarios leads to the increase in transportation 

costs. Figure 10b depicts the results for the higher demand rate. In this case, the combination of 

inaccurate stock quantities and inaccurate stock positioning contributes to the losses. Also note 

for this scenario, that the losses due to inaccuracies in installed base are much higher than the 

observed gains of using installed base data.  

We observe in the above heterogeneous error scenarios that there are additional costs incurred 

due to the variations in installed base data quality. Depending on the error structure induced by 

each of the error scenario, the results vary. In many cases, the losses due to inaccuracies negate 

the benefits of using installed base data. 

7. Discussion & Conclusions 

In this paper, we analyzed the gains of using installed base data in spare parts planning. We also 

identified the various types of data errors that are present in installed base data, and analyzed the 

impact of these errors on spare parts planning performance. Table 3 summarizes the results of the 

numerical study. The positives represent the situations where the overall value enhancement due 

to the information enrichment is not deteriorated by the data quality errors. The negatives 

represent the situations where data quality errors have negated the value enhancement of 

information enrichment. We observed that the gains of using installed base data are significant. 
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This is particularly relevant for low demand rates (a predominant characteristic in spare parts 

logistics).  

Small

Large

Installed Base 

Size

+

+

N/A

N/A

PSL Error

–

+

N/A

N/A

Data Comm. 

Error

–

–

N/A

N/A

HQ Error

Heterogeneous Error

+–+High

+++Low

+++High

+++Low

Wrong Value 

Error

Missing 

Value Error

Homogeneous Error

Information Enrichment with Error

Information 

Enrichment 

with No Error

Demand 

Rate

 

Table 3. Summary - Effects of Information Enrichment 

We classify the various types of data errors in installed base data as homogeneous and 

heterogeneous with respect to the geographical distribution of machines. We observe in 

homogeneous error scenarios that the large frequencies of errors in installed base data typically 

do not result in significant impact. Therefore, the benefit attained by information usage is 

preserved. This is related to the robustness of the planning method. We observe that the planning 

method positions inventories in the network based on the geographical distribution of demand. If 

the overall geographical distribution of demand is preserved, the planning method shows little 

sensitivity to the geographical displacement of customer locations. In the homogeneous error 

case, despite having large errors percentages; the regional demand’s contribution to optimization 

remains the same. Because, by having errors homogeneously distributed, we tend to 

homogeneously inflate the demand for the rest of the installs by proportionally distributing 

demand over the installed base. Due to this, we do not observe significant cost deviations in 

homogeneous error cases. Observe that we assume that the size of the installed base is accurate in 

all scenarios. The allows us to compare the scenarios using costs analyses. 

In general, we observe higher cost deviations in heterogeneous error cases. The geographical 

synergy effect of installed base spreading and planning method does not provide robustness 

against the heterogeneous errors. Since, by having error heterogeneously distributed, we tend to 

disturb the proportionality of the original geographical distribution of demand. For the 

heterogeneous error scenarios, we observed that the gains of installed base data usage 

deteriorated. 

To summarize, we list the following implications and conclusions from our analysis. 
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1. There are potentially significant gains in using detailed customer’s geographical 

information (i.e., installed base data) for the planning of network inventory in a multiple 

stock locations and geographically dispersed customers setting.  

2. It is beneficial to use installed base data for spare parts planning. However, one should 

identify, understand and align the business environment of data acquisition and usage to 

acquire maximum gain. 

3. Data quality has been researched from various standpoints. In OR research, It has been 

mainly analyzed from sampling error aspect, whereas, in many OR application situations, 

the realistic situation extends to various other quality dimensions. Therefore, it is useful to 

extend the data quality research in OR to include the data quality dimensions as described 

by IS research. However, one should account for the planning context. For example, we 

observe that accuracy error is present in both homogeneously and heterogeneously 

distributed error cases. Only in the heterogeneous case, the impact is significant. 

4. We also argue that spare parts planning managers should attempt to understand the 

business phenomena that induce certain data errors. This supports the prioritization of 

data quality improvement investments. 

5. We also observe that the relative gains are greater for smaller demand rates, since the 

stock positioning decision is more important due to less available redundancies in that 

case. Therefore, there is a strong case for using customer’s geographical information for 

slow moving demand situations.  

6. We should caution however, that the results of the numerical study should not be over-

generalized. The study was performed on a single echelon – single commodity type of 

geographical stock allocation model with time based constraints. The geographical 

overlapping of serving locations and time based constraints play an important role in our 

findings. The same results may not completely hold if we study a model that does not 

allow the overlapping serving locations. Besides spare parts placement in spare parts 

supply chains, many facility location and network design problems are similar in nature. 

The results of this study may also be applicable in those settings. 
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Appendix A  

Parameters 

H  Holding costs per unit 

Tjl  = 1 whenever travel time between customer j and location l within pre-specified time, 

= 0 otherwise 

Vjl  unit transportation and handling costs between customer j and location l 

Dj  demand rate customer j 

α required service level 

 

Sets 

L  set of locations 

J  set of customer(s) (regions) 

 

Decision variables 

Sl Stock level at location l 

λjl Flow rate from sending location l to customers j  

 

Objective function to be minimized (inventory holding and transportation costs) 

jl

Ll Jj Ll

jll VHS λ∑ ∑∑
∈ ∈ ∈

+  

Global service level constraint (demand delivered in time) 

∑∑ ∑
∈ ∈ ∈

≥

Jj Ll Jj

jjljl DT αλ  

Demand of each customer must be satisfied  

 

JjD
Ll

jjl ∈∀=∑
∈

λ  

Outflow from a stock location must not exceed than the units present in stock 

LlSl

Jj

jl ∈∀≤∑
∈

λ  

 

Sl ∈ Z
+                  

,       λ jl ≥  0 
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Appendix B  

Test Bed Parameters 

Scenario 

No. 

Normal 

Transportation 

Cost Rate from 

Field Locations 

Emergency 

Transportation 

Cost from 

Central 

Location 

Holding 

Cost Rate 

for Field 

Locations 

Holding 

Cost Rate 

for Central 

Location 

Unit 

Cost 

Service 

Level 

1 
Fixed: 57, Var.: 

0.12/km 
1250 0.25 0.05  400 0.9 

2 
Fixed: 57, Var.: 

0.12/km  
1250 0.25 0.05  400 0.9 

3 
Fixed: 57, Var.: 

0.12/km  
1250 0.25 0.05  400 0.9 

4 
Fixed: 57, Var.: 

0.12/km  
1250 0.25 0.05  400 0.9 

5 
Fixed: 57, Var.: 

0.12/km  
1250 0.25 0.05  400 0.9 

6 
Fixed: 57, Var.: 

0.12/km  
1250 0.25 0.05  400 0.9 

7 
Fixed: 57, Var.: 

0.12/km  
1250 0.25 0.05  400 0.9 

Table 4. Test Bed Parameters 
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